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very good article and keep writing good things like this. Thank you.. A: That is not the correct syntax. If that were the case there would be a space between the = and the :. Try this: string abc = textBox1.Text; EDIT: Also, because this is C#, you may wish to use a library to parse it
for you. It is a lot easier than writing your own parser. One good one is: This will take a string, and read it as a CSV (which is what your post appears to be), and then make it into a strongly typed object for you. using CsvHelper; public class Program { public static void Main() { var
csv = @" ""ABC"",123"; ""Def"",123"; ""GHI"",123"; ""JKL"",123"; ""MNO"",123"; ""OPQ"",123"; ""RST"",123"; ""VWX"",123"; ""YZU"",123"; ""ABC"",1231"; ""Def"",1231"; ""GHI"",1231"; ""JKL"",1231"; ""MNO"",1231"; ""OPQ"",1231"; ""RST"",1231"; ""VWX"",1231"; ""YZU"",1231"; ";
var rows = CsvReader.Read(csv); Console.WriteLine(string.Join(",", rows)); } } That is for.NET 4.0, but you can use the exact same principle, just change the namespace for the CsvHelper library. David: We will send it to you when you get a chance to look at it. Fred: Do you have

any comments to the Schedule?
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when the first day of school looms into view. It doesn’t help that my kids go to an elementary school that is notorious for having tragic events happen on its grounds. You may not have heard about this,

because it doesn’t get a lot of national press. Six years ago, in January 2006, the school had the most “injuries” in its history – causing us to ask questions about safety and random acts of violence. We’ve
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